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¹ Only use BRO in vehicles approved for transporting a wheelchair.
² Only wheelchairs from Series One (V1.1) are equipped with the attachment points.
³ For your security, use belts that are approved for a weight of at least 160 kg (according to ISO 10542-1).
We recommend securing it with 6 safety straps (2 front and 4 rear).

4 On very steep ramps, ask an assisting person to make sure that BRO cannot tip over.

Now switch to passenger-mode by selecting
the track mode icon and drive forwards over
the loading ramp into the boot.4
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Now select the car hook icon on the
touchpad to activate the passenger-mode.
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Drive your BRO facing forwards in front of
the loading ramp in order for you to enter
through the boot towards the designated
seating location within your vehicle and
switch to parking mode. Now fasten the
hooks of the safety belts³ into the two front
fastening points of your BRO or ask an
assisting person to do this.
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This way you can use BRO as a passenger seat in the car.¹

BRO as a passenger seat.

BRO has a special «ride-on mode»² that turns BRO into a passenger seat in the car.
This guide only gives you an overview of how to use the passenger-mode in a wheelchair
accessible vehicle. For more detailed instructions and other car models, please be sure to
read the user manual. You can download the latest version from our website.

Still not sure how to use BRO as a passenger seat? We're happy to help you.
You can find the contact details of us and our partners on our website.
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¹Never use the security belt of BRO here, but always the integrated belts of the car.
Often an additional certified security belt is required as an extension.

When you have reached the designated position in
the car, select the parking mode icon to switch to the
passenger position. If you move the joystick, your BRO
will now automatically move to the recommended
passenger position (ring lights up green).

If it is not possible to take the recommended
passenger position due to the conditions of the
vehicle, you can end the transition early. To do this,
select the car hook icon on the touchpad. You can now
adjust your seat position as usual (ring lights up
yellow). We recommend that you stay in the pre-
programmed position whenever possible.
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Fasten yourself with a three-point harness¹ and ask
an assisting person to secure your BRO at the two
rear attachment points.
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Once you have reached your destination, release
the rear seat belts or ask an assisting person to do
so and switch back to passenger-mode by
selecting the track mode icon to drive out.

Be sure to leave the front safety belts fastened
while driving out and ask an assisting person to
make sure that BRO cannot tip over!
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As soon as you have completely left the loading
ramp, select the car hook icon on the touchpad to
end the passenger-mode. Now remove the front
safety belts.

Now you can switch to driving mode via the
parking mode and continue your adventure.
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